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1) 2)

Color 11 diamonds blue and the rest green. Color 5 circles brown and the rest violet.

3) 4)

Color 3 triangles yellow and the rest pink. Color 5 stars green and the rest red.

5) 6)

Color 8 rectangles orange and the rest brown. Color 2 hexagons violet and the rest yellow.

7) 8)

Color 6 hearts blue and the rest red. Color 8 kites brown and the rest green.

How many diamonds are there? How many circles are there?

How many triangles are there? How many stars are there?

How many rectangles are there? How many hexagons are there?

How many hearts are there? How many kites are there?

blue green+ diamonds= brown violet+ circles=

yellow pink+ triangles= green red+ stars=

orange brown+ rectangles= violet yellow+ hexagons=

blue red+ hearts= brown green+ kites=

Addition Activity
Sums up to 20: S1
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Name :
Answer Key

1) 2)

Color 11 diamonds blue and the rest green. Color 5 circles brown and the rest violet.

3) 4)

Color 3 triangles yellow and the rest pink. Color 5 stars green and the rest red.

5) 6)

Color 8 rectangles orange and the rest brown. Color 2 hexagons violet and the rest yellow.

7) 8)

Color 6 hearts blue and the rest red. Color 8 kites brown and the rest green.

How many diamonds are there? How many circles are there?17 15

How many triangles are there? How many stars are there?10 9

How many rectangles are there? How many hexagons are there?12 4

How many hearts are there? 11 How many kites are there? 20

blue green+ diamonds= brown violet+ circles=11 6 17 5 10 15

yellow pink+ triangles= green red+ stars=3 7 10 5 4 9

orange brown+ rectangles= violet yellow+ hexagons=8 4 12 2 2 4

blue6 red5+ hearts11= brown8 green12+ kites20=

Addition Activity
You may color in any order.Note:

Sums up to 20: S1
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1) 2)

Color 3 squares violet and the rest red. Color 12 pentagons yellow and the rest blue.

3) 4)

Color 7 hearts orange and the rest brown. Color 5 circles green and the rest violet.

5) 6)

Color 2 diamonds pink and the rest green. Color 3 hexagons red and the rest brown.

7) 8)

Color 8 stars orange and the rest yellow. Color 10 triangles blue and the rest pink.

How many squares are there? How many pentagons are there?

How many hearts are there? How many circles are there?

How many diamonds are there? How many hexagons are there?

How many stars are there? How many triangles are there?

violet red+ squares= yellow blue+ pentagons=

orange brown+ hearts= green violet+ circles=

pink green+ diamonds= red brown+ hexagons=

orange yellow+ stars= blue pink+ triangles=

Addition Activity
Sums up to 20: S2
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Name :
Answer Key

1) 2)

Color 3 squares violet and the rest red. Color 12 pentagons yellow and the rest blue.

3) 4)

Color 7 hearts orange and the rest brown. Color 5 circles green and the rest violet.

5) 6)

Color 2 diamonds pink and the rest green. Color 3 hexagons red and the rest brown.

7) 8)

Color 8 stars orange and the rest yellow. Color 10 triangles blue and the rest pink.

How many squares are there? How many pentagons are there?5 18

How many hearts are there? How many circles are there?16 13

How many diamonds are there? How many hexagons are there?6 8

How many stars are there? 14 How many triangles are there? 17

violet red+ squares= yellow blue+ pentagons=3 2 5 12 6 18

orange brown+ hearts= green violet+ circles=7 9 16 5 8 13

pink green+ diamonds= red brown+ hexagons=2 4 6 3 5 8

orange8 yellow6+ stars14= blue10 pink7+ triangles17=

Addition Activity
You may color in any order.Note:

Sums up to 20: S2
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Name :

1) 2)

Color 2 circles yellow and the rest green. Color 7 stars blue and the rest orange.

3) 4)

Color 14 hexagons pink and the rest brown. Color one rectangle violet and the rest yellow.

5) 6)

Color 8 triangles blue and the rest red. Color 3 kites brown and the rest green.

7) 8)

Color 6 hearts orange and the rest pink. Color 4 squares red and the rest violet.

How many circles are there? How many stars are there?

How many hexagons are there? How many rectangles are there?

How many triangles are there? How many kites are there?

How many hearts are there? How many squares are there?

yellow green+ circles= blue orange+ stars=

pink brown+ hexagons= violet yellow+ rectangles=

blue red+ triangles= brown green+ kites=

orange pink+ hearts= red violet+ squares=

Addition Activity
Sums up to 20: S3
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Name :
Answer Key

1) 2)

Color 2 circles yellow and the rest green. Color 7 stars blue and the rest orange.

3) 4)

Color 14 hexagons pink and the rest brown. Color one rectangle violet and the rest yellow.

5) 6)

Color 8 triangles blue and the rest red. Color 3 kites brown and the rest green.

7) 8)

Color 6 hearts orange and the rest pink. Color 4 squares red and the rest violet.

How many circles are there? How many stars are there?13 11

How many hexagons are there? How many rectangles are there?19 7

How many triangles are there? How many kites are there?15 18

How many hearts are there? 16 How many squares are there? 20

3

yellow green+ circles= blue orange+ stars=2 11 13 7 4 11

pink brown+ hexagons= violet yellow+ rectangles=14 5 19 1 6 7

blue red+ triangles= brown green+ kites=8 7 15 15 18

orange6 pink10+ hearts16= red4 violet16+ squares20=

Addition Activity
You may color in any order.Note:

Sums up to 20: S3
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